
GAME DESIGN CHALLENGE [D’SOURCE]

DESIGN PROCESS

Desinged by: Mohamed Tariq Hassan & Sowmithra

An innovative game which incorporates the narrative of how to 
protect oneself from the Corona Virus and capture it in the end.

- as suited to be played by a family
- it could include a strategy of learning about safety measures or 
how to stop the spread of the virus while playing the game (learn and 
play methods)

Brainstormed to come up with a story line to make the players 
understand the situation. 

- Listing the activities the people can do in this situation.

- The prevention activities to be handled.

The story line:
“The player moves out of home safe to buy essensi-
als required for day to day life following the safety 
measures”

- Isolation
- Soap wash
- Sanitizer
- Healthy food
- Immunity system
- Medication
- medicines
- Doctors
- Hospital
- Quarantine
 - Social distancing

Figuring out the number 
of players can play.

Play time of each game

Age limitation 
understanding and 
establising

TO COME UP WITH A BOARD GAME, WITH CARDS 
AS A MEDIUM TO PLAY.

Reason: “Easy to replicate and can be made in home 
without any extra resources”

The whole process of ideating, creating mockup and usertesting are too and fro. In the trial and error method we made multiple 
corrections to the game board till the game play are clear. The process was done till the game was fulfulling the requirements. 

Make quick mockup with the available materials at home.

BRAINSTROMING KEYWORD STUDY GAME STUDY

FINAL
DESIGN

USER TESTING IDEATEQUICK MOCK UP

2-3 players

15 - 30 mins
per game

6 and Above

Ideated different 
variation on the 
game play to 
make effective 
strategy to make 
the players 
understand & 
learn.

DESIGN CHALLENGE
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The STARTING POINT 
of the players.

The attack card, the 
player draw cards to 

play.

The GREEN ZONES, 
were people cant 

attack

The QUARANTINE ZONE, the 
player is moved when attacked by 

MINOR VIRUS

The HOSPITAL ZONE, the player is 
moved when attacked by MAJOR 

VIRUS

The Task card, the player 
draw cards to collect their 

respective products

The ATTACK ZONE, where you 
place the attack cards on the 

selected player who you want to 
attack

The DAILY PRODUCTS, once you reach the 
zone. You draw task cards to match your 

place of choice

ELEMENTS OF THE GAME
ATTACK CARDS

GAME BOARD LAYOUT AND ASPECTS

DEFENSE CARDS

PLAYER WITH BLOCKS

BLOCK/
RELOCATE
CARD

TASK COLLECTABLE CARD

Most surfaces have virus still living on them, so if 
you get in contact using your hands, wash your 
hands with a sanitizer to keep your hands clean.

Once mildly infected, its your turn to become a 
super hero. Isolate yourself and learn new skills.

Orange Pineapple Apple

These cards can be used to attack an opponent. Each card 
shows respective defence cards with information. 

These cards are used once you reach any of the 
relevant shops. Once reached draw the 
appropiate card and move to next task.

Use Block/Relocate card to block your 
opponents path or relocate your 
block card

The player cards along with one block 
card for each player.

These cards can be used to defend an 
opponent’s attack. 

GAMES GOAL

C-19 DAYS

Number of players : 2-3.
Age group : 6 & Above

Complete task of buying 2 essentials from the stores, 
following the norms and precautions of the covid situation.

Each player is distributed with 2 action cards along with a 
Player card and a block in their respective colors.

Move his/her player card. Players can move only through the lines and 
cannot jump over a player or cross diagonally.

Move their block card, once they recieve their BLOCK/RELOCATE CARD.

Draw a card from the action pile and play an action card. Ensure each 
player picks a card before dropping to play. [ THE PLAYERS ARE NOT 
ALLOWED TO HOLD MORE THEN 2 CARDS IN THEIR HANDS ]. 

Draw a task collectable card once reached the designated task location.

Player can choose to play any one of the  options given below at his/her turn:

START OF THE GAME GAME ACTIONS

Sneezing

Covering your mouth with a Mask helps stop 
transmitting or recieving the virus. It controls the 

spread.



C-19 DAYS
Start of the game, THE SETUP.

The ATTACK CARD 
PILE  setup

The TASK CARD PILE  
setup

The PLAYER SETUP
[2 attack card + block 

coin + player coin] 

RULES OF THE GAME

01. Players can start moving his/her Player card from home only by USING a mask card.

02. Block card can be moved from home to any location during his/her turn only by playing 
BLOCK/RELOCATE card. [Players can choose to either USE their block card to block 
another player or relocate his own block card to some other location or relocate the 
opponent's block card back to his home].

03. ATTACK ZONE:
- When a player decides to attack, he /she can place the action card over the targeted 
player’s color patch on the attack zone of the GAMEBOARD. [Eg: If a BLUE player wants to 
attack a PINK player, he/she places his attack card on the PINK patch in the attack zone 
area of the game board]

- The player stays in the spot and cannot move from his location when attacked using 
attack cards [which is HUG, HANDSHAKE, COUGHING & SNEEZING]. Only after playing a 
defense card[MASK, SANITIZER & IMMUNITY], he/she can start moving to next spot.

- A player moves to the Quarantine block when attacked with a MINOR VIRUS card. The 
player can start from QUARANTINE only after playing the ISOLATION card. 

- A player moves to the Hospital when attacked with a MAJOR VIRUS card. The player can 
start from the HOSPITAL only after playing the DOCTOR card.

04. When a player is attacked by an opponent, he/she can attack his opponent in spite of 
being in a hospital or quarantine block. Untill he gets his actual card to move forward.

05. A player can be attacked only once at a time. There cannot be two attacks for the same 
player at a time IN THE ATTACK ZONE.

06. Players cannot block the safe zones [GREEN AREAS -marked on the GAME BOARD]

07. Not more than one PLAYER can access the essentials at a time. [Eg. if one person is 
there in the shop the other person has to wait till the CURRENT PLAYER moves out] 
Maintain distance.

08. If a player is blocked, he/she can choose to move another direction or wait to get a 
release block card to move forward from the next turn.

09. Once a player REACHES the shop, the player draws task card appropriate to the shop, 
he/she can move to the next shop from the next turn.

10. When in the safe zone, no player can be attacked by the opponents.

11.  Block cards and Action cards can be used by all players even if one player starts the 
game.


